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In the thirty^odd years that core-disruptive accidents have been analyzed, great advances have
been made both in understanding the physical phenomena involved and in development of
computational techniques to deal with them. More realistic modeling has tended to reduce
predicted accident consequences. Some safety issues have been satisfactorily resolved, but some
new ones have arisen. The unprotected loss-of-flow accident continues to be a source of
potentially significant energetics should core disruption occur.

OVERVIEW OF DEVELOPMENT OF FAST REACTOR SAFETY
ANALYSIS

1. At a 1954 fast reactor safety meeting in
Detroit (ref. 1), experiment? were reported on
the Mark II loading of EBR-I showing the
presence of an oscillatory instability. It
had also been learned that although the
steady-state power coefficient was negative,
the reactor could be put on a positive period
by reducing the coolant flow. It was
recognized at the meeting that both effects
could probably be explained by the combination
of a prompt positive and delayed negative
coefficient, as was indeed later established
to be the case. Further experiments on
coolant flow reduction resulted in meltdown of
the Mark II core in November ot 1955. The
positive effect was determined to be caused by
inward fuel rod bowing, and both this effect
and the oscillatory instability were
eliminated in the Mark III core, which had rod
supports to eliminate the bowing and in which
redesign of the lower core support eliminated
the delayed negative effect (ref. 2). There
has since been little concern about fast
reactor stability. However, the possible use
of large, loosely-coupled heterogeneous cores
has raised new questions about possible rapid
power distribution variations associated with
local reactivity insertion which would need to
be pursued before such reactors are put into
service.

2. At the 1954 meeting, there was still
thought to be a possibility that the positive
effect in EBR-I was from the Doppler effect
and considerable attention was devoted to this
effect which was, however, shortly after shown
to be negligible in this reactor. The
possibility of core meltdown and gravity
collaDse was mentioned at that meeting, but up
to that time had not received any detailed
consideration. Such consideration was given
by Bethe and Tait in 1956 (ref. 3). They
considered uniform collapse of a molten core
under gravity with disassembly ealculatec' with

an analytical procedure based on perturbation
theory. It was recognized that actually there
must be incoherence effects in core
compaction, but it was desired to obtain an
upper bound, covering the possibility of
collapse of the upper part of a molten core
into the- void left by slumping of the lower
part of the core fuel. Such a calculation is
typical of the state-of-the-art before the
development of whole-core accident codes, when
because it was not possible to describe events
in a core-disruptive accident (CDA) in any
detail, it was necessary to resort to
extremely simplified descriptions of such
events. This lack of detail led to rather
conservative and physica-lly unrealistic
assumptions in reactor safety analysis, as
typified by those raada in the EBfi-II Hazards
Summary Report (ref. 4).

3. Particularly significant events for fast
reactor safety technology in this period were
the discovery of the positive sodium-void
effect for large Pu-fueled reactors (ref. 5),
and the recognition that the negative Doppler
effect in large oxide-fueled fast reactors was
sufficiently large to have an important
mitigating effect on the consequences of
accidents in such reactors (refs 6 and 7).
This recognition came at about the time that a
transition was being made from metal to oxide
fuel because of the poor performance of the
metal fuel then available.

4. A3 fast reactors became larger, it became
apparent that Bethe-Tait-like calculations
woulci lead to unacceptably high energy
releases, providing an incentive for more
detailed modeling. This led to the
development of whole-core accident codes,
underway for about the last twenty years both
in the U.S. and in Europe. These codes
provide integrated thermal-hydraulic and
neutronlcs calculations for the initiation
phase of an accident in oxide-fueled LMFBRs,
following a transient to the point of complete
subassembly disruption. Successive code



generations have contained Increasing
sophistication in the treatment of sodium
voiding, of molten fuel motion, of molten clad
motion, and of transient overpower (TOP) type
failures, and also in primary loop modeling.
A pioneering development was the single-
channel FORE-II code (ref. 8) which too^
account of Doppler and sodium voiding
reactivity but carried the calculation only to
the point of pin failure and required an
external calculation of coolant voiding
rate. The SAM A code (ref. 9) had similar
capability except for the incorporation of an
early boiling model, improved in later SAS
versions. In SAS2A, dating from 1971, a
primary loop module was also provided, along
with a 10-chanael capability. Fuel slumping
was accounted for with a table lookup of
reactivity vs. time. In the SAS3A code (ref.
10,11), developed in the period 1972-1973 and
applied to accident calculations for the FFTF,
an integrated loss-of-flow (LOF) fuel motion
module, SLUMPS, was provided. Molten clad
motion was modeled with the CLAZAS module,
while TOP-type pin failures were calculated
with SAS/FCI. These modules have also been
incorporated into the SAS3D code, still in
wide use and applied to the safety evaluation
of the CRBR (ref. 12,13). In the latest in
the SAS family of codes, SASHA (ref. 14),
SLUMPY, CLAZAS, and SAS/FCI have been replaced
by LEVITATE, CLAP, and PLUT02 respectively.
SAS*IA Is operational but has advanced model i"ng
features still in the process of validation.

5. For sufficiently high ramp rates
(>-$20/sec) the initiation phase calculations
need to be followed by a hydrodynamic
disassembly calculation involving numerical
integration of the coupled neutronics-
hydrodynamics equations, as typified by the
VENUS codas (ref. 15). As more detailed
modeling of the initiation phase became
available, calculated ramp rates tended to
decline, raising the possibility that
sufficient fuel would not be ejected in an
initial excursion to produce final shutdown.
There would be instead a gradual core melting,
possibly leading to a recriticality. No code
currently exists enabling this process to be
followed In complete detail.

6. The most advanced code for evaluation of
the behavior of a largely molten core is
SIMMER-II (ref. 16), which is basically a
hydrodynamics representation. The more
detailed modeling of the disassembly phase
provided by this code has led to reduced
estimates of damage potential. In a
successful argument of the CRBR safety case
(ref. 12,13), USNRC consultants combined SAS3D
initiation phase calculations with
phenomenological arguments, semi-quantitative
probabilistic considerations and SIMMER II
calculations to analyze core meltdown and
recriticality. It was concluded that
formation of a whole-core pool was unlikely,
but that even if such a pool formed, the
resulting energetics would be tolerable. An

Important factor In this latter result was
that the blghest ramp rates were associated
with the formation of 3lngle-phase regions,
which yielded quick expansion shutdown with
little energy release. Probabilistic methods
have otherwise so far not had a large impact
on CDA analysis for reactor licensing
purposes, although they are important for
analysis of operational and off-normal
events. Such methods have been hslpful In
obtaining a better perspective of the
contribution of CDAs to total risk.

7. In the U.S. fast reactor program, emphasis
is currently focused on design of inherently
safe reactors, w.'.th enhancement if required of
safety characteristics provided by the
negative reactivity from thermal expansion of
fuel and of core structure by such devices as
use of extended flow-coastdown and increase in
thermal expansion coefficient of control rod
drives. It is ironic that in this context the
smaller negative Doppler coefficient provided
by metal fuel, development of which has been
resumed as part of the U.S. program, is now
seen as an advantage as it provides a smaller
positive effect as power decreases in a LOF
accident without scram.

8. A more detailed examination will now be
made of the history and status of modeling
various initiation phase phenomena.

PHENOMENA ASSOCIATED WITH LOF ACCIDENTS

Sodium Boiling

9. Extensive effort of both an experimental
and a theoretical nature has been devoted over
the last twenty years to improve understanding
of sodium boiling. An early concern was that
the violent ejection of sodium* possibly
associated with a high degree of superheat,
might lead to very high reactivity ramp rates
in a reactor having a positive sodium void
coefficient. However, it was established that
large superheats would not occur under reactor
conditions, and boiling voiding ramp rates
were found typically to be of the order of
only $10/seo or less. Simple models were
found to give a reasonable repressntation of
voiding rates. Study of large bundle
incoherence effects and of boiling at low flow
rates and for low power levels are still
active research areas.

Fuel Motion

10. Throughout the history of fast reactor
safety calculations, analysts have been
considering the possibility of early dispersal
of fuel in a core disruptive accident by means
other than the ultimate generation of fuel
vapor pressure. Such alternate means include
dispersal driven by fission gas, by sodium
vapor, by steel vapor, or by fission product
vapor. The SLUMPY .module of SAS3D provides a
parametric description of the first three
means of dispersal for a LOF accident. The



PLUT02 and LEVITATE modules of SAS1A ha"a more
physical content in modeling these
phenomena. While progress has been made in
validation of this Modeling, this Is still in
process. A problem In this validation is
that, while fuel dispersal has been observed
In many lnpile experiments, with vigor
increasing with the reactor power level at
fuel disruption, it Is often difficult to
identify which mechanisms are operative in a
given case. While fission-gas-driven
dispersal of fuel undoubtedly is of
significance in some cases, recent experiments
comparing dispersal in irradiated and
unirradiated fuel under similar transient
conditions have not shown large differences
(ref. 17). The observation of fuel disruption
by spallatlon, as in the FD tests (ref. 18),
has caused consideration of fuel spallation as
a possible additional mechanism for axial fuel
dispersal. However, there is not yet much
basis for a quantitative modeling of this
effect. A parametric representation of fuel
dispersal seems acceptable for moderate
transients with maximum power not exceeding
about twenty times normal, which is within the
range of available inpile experiments.

11. Although the evidence for fission-gas-
driven fuel dispersal is not definitive, there
is rather strong evidence that slumping of
irradiated oxide fuel Is inhibited, at least
initially, by fission gas even at low
burnups. This Is an important conclusion,
particularly for the safety analysis of small
reactors such as the FTR or CRBR, in which the
absence of a large sodium void effect delays a
large power rise in a LOF sufficiently that
fuel slumping would be a possibility. Rather
large ramp rates from this source have been
assumed or calculated for these reactors in
the past, particularly when a table lookup was
required, with the table based on gravity
collapse. SLUMPY has provided an integrated
treatment of molten fuel motion, but rather
high ramp rates have still been obtained with
some parameter choices. The retarding effect
of fission gas on fuel slumping is taken into
account in a more natural way in the most
recent modeling. In the recent CRBR safety
analysis (ref. 12), SLUMPY parameters were
chosen so that mild fission gas dispersal of
fuel was obtained initially, with fuel
slumping occurring eventually for the low
power transients being calculated because of
the gradual release of fission gas. It was
recognized that there Is currently no
experimental data base relevant to this latter
phenomenon.

12. Modeling of fuel dispersal by steel vapor
presents a problem because there are no
experimental data suitable for determining the
efficiency of mixing of molten fuel and steel
upon fuel disruption.

13- Interaction of sodium vapor and molten
fue1. under LOF conditions has long tfeen a
difficult problem in fast reactor safety

analysis. While a parametric representation
of this process with certain parameter choices
has been found to lead to prompt expulsion of
fuel from the core, because of the lack of
physical'detall In thlsmodellng and of the
absence of experimental validation it has
never been regarded aa a reliable calculation
of fuel dispersal. A more satisfactory
situation exists with the SAS4A code If PLUTO2
is called initially in a LOF accident, whicn
will tend to be the case In medium-* and lower-
power channels in which coolant voiding is not
far advanced at the time of pin failure. For
high liquid sodium volume fractions the fuel
particulate flow regime of PLUT02 provides
some reasonable basis for molten fuel/coolant
interaction (FCI) calculations, relevant b->th
for expulsion of molten fuel from a failed pin
and for interaction of molten fuel and a
reentrant lower sodium slug. However,
LEVITATE, which does not have a particular-:
flow regime and was not really designed to
handle FCI calculations, has been found in
some cases to calculate what seems to be
excessive sodium vapor production. In order
to eliminate such spurious effects and because
sodium vapor production might actually be an
important effect in some situations in which
LEVITATE is applied, fr.r-tner model development
in this area seems appropriate.

14. Another problem in the unprotected LOF
accident that became apparent only when newer
modeling became available is the possibility
of positive reactivity changes from inpin fuel
motion to a failure point even in higher-
power, extensively voided channels. This has
turned out to be potentially important:
calculated motion in upper and lower pin
stubs, particularly in the latter, has been
found to produce high positive ramp rates with
possibly serious consequences in certain LOF
accidents (ref. 19). There is no experimental
data base relevant to this phenomenon, but it
seems plausible physically. Detailed axial
pin failure propagation models being developed
may mitigate this problem.

Molten Clad Motion

15. The Lagrangian clad motion model CLAZAS
appears to predict too much upward clad
motion, as this model predicts excessively
thick upper clad blockages for the TREAT R-
series (ref. 20). The later models CLAP and
CMOT, which use an Eulerian formulation, seem
to give a more satisfactory description of the
R-series results (refs 20 and 21). The
validity of all these analyses is called into
question by the results of the Sandia STAR
experiments (ref. 22) which indicate that
molten clad does not wet UO2 fuel, so that the
clad film assumed in all the models did not
actually form. Rather, the cladding moved as
waves or drops, with a significant amount of
entrainment observed. However, application of
CMOT to analysis of ths STAR experiments was
found to give a good account of overall olad
motion, although not of the detailed



behavior. These experiments also showed that
the possibility of codisruption of fuel and
clad was increased by motion of clad away from
fuel and by crumbling1 of solid fuel. Blowdown
of plenum fission gas, given serious
consideration for the first time in the recent
CRBR analysis (ref3 12 and 13) tends to reduce
clad motion in reactors with an upper fission
gas plenum.

16. Although there seems to be considerable
uncertainty yet in calculation of clad motion,
it seems unlikely to be a source of very high
positive reactivity ramp rates. The most
Important consequence of this uncertainty
appears to be the resultant uncertainty in
calculation of upper Glad blockage formation
and therefore of above core fuel dispersal.

Vapor Explosions

17. In the past, there has been considerable
concern that transfer of heat from molten fuel
to liquid sodium might lead to a sodium vapor
explosion. This issue is still the subject of
discussion in sorce forums. However, there is
so far not any experimental evidence that a
molten UC^/liquid sodium interaction could
lead to a large enhancement of damage
potential under reactor conditions.
Analytical studies have led to the conclusion
that even if such an explosion is
theoretically possible, the appropriate mixing
conditions needed for it to occur are unlikely
to be attained. Also, experiments with
simulant explosives have indicated that
failure propagation on a subassambly level
would not occur for the maximum FCI pressures
so far observed. These considerations have
apparently contributed to a reduction of
concern about the possibility of a significant
enhancement of destructive work potential by
fuel-sodium heat transfer.

PHENOMENA ASSOCIATED WITH TOP AND LOF-TOP
EVENTS

Clad failure location

18. In a slow TOP accident, with ramp rates in
the range 5-100/sec presumably produced by
accidental control rod runout, available fuel
modeling codes calculate failure from fission
gas pressure toward the top of the core, where
the clad is hottest and weakest. This
modeling is largely based on the results of
post-irradiation examination of oxide fuel
pins and of inpile transient experiments on
such pins. These results have become
available over about the last fifteen years.
In the review of the question of clad failure
location made as part of the CRBR licensing
procedure (ref. 12), it was felt that
available experiments did not give definitive
results for failure location, and that it was
necessary for adequate conservatism to assume
a midplane failure in a slow TOP, maximizing
positive reactivity effects. The ma'in
concerns were related to the possible role of

the fuel adjacency effect, in which clad
irradiated next to fuel undergoes
embrittlenient, and to the possible effect of

. early differential-expansion clad failure on
later fuef expulsion. These effects have not
usually been taken into account in the
codes. However, there is some suggestion
(ref. 23) that the fuel adjacency effect may
not be prototypical but is rather an artifact
of the HEDL, out-of-pile clad rupture tests.
There is still uncertainty about the effect of
early claJ damage on later fuel ejection, but
the typical limited size of early failures may
minimize their significance for later fuel
ejection (ref. 23). These ideas are supported
by results of several recent slow TOP TREAT
tests (ref. 17), in which clad failure tended
to occur well above the midplane. Thus, the
recent evidence suggests that the total
feedback in a slow TOP accident will be
negative at all times, effectively disposing
of such events as a safety issue.

19. The situation is not so favorable for TOP
accidents with higher ramp rates and for LCF-
TOP accidents. For both of these the
experiments (ref. 17) indicate the possibility
of failure in the vicinity of the midplane or
slightly above. This is a trend that would be
expected from the analysis, in which fuel
melting and clad heating tend to be more
concentrated in the vicinity of the midplane
than for a slow TOP. In the LOF-TOP case, the
clad temperature tends to reach a fairly flat
maximum over a considerable distance at around
0.6 - 0.8 of the maximum core height, making
it difficult to predict the location and
extent of initial failure, and thereby to
determine how serious a problem exists from
positive fuel motion reactivity effects.

Calculation of feedback following pin failure

20. In the earliest FCI modeling, still found
useful by a number of analysts', a uniform
interaction zone was .assumed. In later, more
detailed modeling, a Lagrangian hydrodynamia
treatment of the interaction zone was
provided, with a particulate fuel flow regime
in which slip between fuel particles and a
sodium/fission gas mixture was calculated. A
still more elaborate Eulerian hydrodynsmic
treatment is provided by PLUT02 in which in
the coolant channel, in addition to
particulate flow, annular and bubbly fuel flow
regimes are provided for as the volume
fraction of liquid sodium in the coolant
channel decreases and that of molten fuel
Increases. These modeling assumptions appear
reasonable on the basis of physical arguments
and of posttest examination of TREAT
experiment fuel (ref. 2*1). Provision for
additional flow regimes is important because
retention of particulate flow throughout the
transient tends to overestimate fuel sweepout
in the coolant channel. Experimental
diagnostics are not adequate, however, to
vsrify very precisely to what extent the
assumed models represent physical reality in



the course of a transient. Many parameters
need to be set in PLUTO2, and it has been
found that, if mldplane failure is assumed,
fuel aweepout and total reactivity feedbacks
can vary widely for what was considered a
reasonable range of parameter variations (ref.
25). As the failure location moves toward the
top of the pin, the sweepout reactivity is
reduced and the inpin reactivity changes from
positive to negative, so that the sensitivity
of the total fuel motion reactivity feedback
to parametric variations affecting fuel
sweepout is greatly reduced. The suggested or
default parameters ir. SAS4A proved
satisfactory for calculation of fuel motion
feedback in such a case, the L03 slow TOP
experiment (ref. 26). Because, as discussed
above, failure in a slow TOP accident Is quite
likely to occur well above the midplane,
available modeling of the subsequent
reactivity feedback appears to be adequate.

21. for a less likely fast TOP, with ramp
rates well in excess of !0c!/sec., or for a
LOF-TOP, modeling of fuel dispersal is on a
less firm basis. If the clad failure point is
close to the midplane, the combination of
positive fuel motion and positive FCI sodium
voiding reactivities is likely to lead to a
power rise outside the range of available
experiments. Application of parametric models
based on smaller power rises would be
questionable in such a case. The power rise
would be smaller if an extension of the clad
rip occurred in a few milliseconds following
initial pin failure, but whether such an
extension could occur this rapidly is
uncertain. The most likely failure location
for a LOF-TOP appears to be at about 0.7 of
the core height from the bottom, at about a
point where the total feedback is changing
from positive to negative, so that a best
estimate of this effect would not correspond
to a large power rise.

22. The desire to minimize the possibility of
LOF-TOP development has been an important
motivation in the U.S. for adoption of
heterogeneous core designs, with reduced
sodium void worth. For such designs extensive
core voiding will have occurred at the time of
pin failure. A faetorthat may exacerbate
LOF-TOP tendencies for reactors with an upper
fission gas plenum is compaction of fuel by
blowdown of the plenum gas. In the CRBR
licensing review, concern about this led to a
recommendation for pin design modification to
eliminate this possibility (ref. 12).

LOCAL FAULT PROPAGATION

23. An issue receiving a large amount of
attention over the last twenty years is the
possible propagation of local faults into
whole-core disruption. There has been concern
about rapid pin-to-pln failure propagation,
and also about failure propagation on a
subassembly-to-subassembly level either by
mechanical or by thermal interaction. Many

experimental and theoretical investigations
thorough the years have indicated that such
propagation is quite unlikely to occur. Thfi
results of currently ongoing or planned
experiments should allay any remaining
concerns in this area (ref. 27).

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

21. In the thlrty^odd years that CDAs for
LMFBRs have been analyzed, there have been
great advances in understanding of the
pnysical phenomena involved and in devalopnent
of computational techniques to deal with
them. Some safety Issues have been dispose-.::
of, but some new ones have arisen. Fast
reactor stability was disposed of as an
important issue long ago. The early ccnccrr.
about high ramp rates from gravity coll-ips.: .~r
a molten core has been alleviated as more
realistic geometric descriptions made it
possible to take account of incoherence
effects, and experiments have shown a mi id
fuel dispersive effect from fission gas. «
generally dispersive behavior of fuel has been
found in inpile transient experiments, but it
is often difficult to identify unambiguously
which mechanisms for this dispersal ara
operative'in a given case. This has
handicapped validation of detailed models op

fuel dispersal. The unprotected LOF accid-o.-ic
continues to represent a potentially
significant problem, particularly for larger-
reactors, because of the possibility of LOF-
TOP development and of positive inpin fuel
reactivity effects even in higher power
channels. This emphasizes the importance of
assuring that coolant boiling will not
occur. The question of augmentation of damage
potential by transfer of heat from molten fuel
to sodium is still under discussion, although
concern about It seems to have diminished in
recent years.

25. The unprotected TOP accident seems to bo
an Issue rather well disposed of in view of
recent experimental evidence that failure in a
slow TOP will be near the top of the core,
while fast TOPs are much less likely. Another
issue now nearing final disposition is
propagation of local failure into a whole-core
disruption.

26. As initiation phase ramp rates and
associated energy yields have tended to
decline with the development of more detailed
modeling, increased attention has been focused
on transition and recritlcality phases.
Significant advances have been made recently
in dealing with these phases, Indicating that
recriticality is not likely to represent a
threat to reactor containment.
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